
Introducing Rein Coin by Cryptolight 

 
Rein Coin ( short for Reinvent Coin) is a crypto currency from Cryptolight 

that is concentrated around the future of reinventing the online world and as a 
utility token that is focused on access to data management, performance-based 
competition, and developing protocols. The purpose of Rein Coin is for the coin 
to develop and invest funds into different block chain protocols  without the 
restrictions of being dedicated on just one specific task or function. The vision for 
Rein is to raise a set amount of funds on an ongoing yearly basis that prohibits the 

Currency from deliberately over diluting  the value of the coin from its coin holders and itself 
while allowing access to protocols that are developed by Cryptolight for utilizing the block 
chain for new technologies. 

Yearly Rein Crypto Currency will add a block of coins into the pool on a limited fixed 
basis. The currency will then utilize the money raised for finished designing and building the 
data management block chain cloud program as well as the performance-based gaming 
application. We believe these platforms will be a great addition to the growing use cases for 
cryptocurrency and blockchain technologies. REIN will power these new platforms making it a 
token with use case in it of itself. Moreover, we plan to eventually use REIN as a means to vote 
for the direction we take our projects in. We have two projects in mind, and we want the 
community to decide how we do it, and which we do first. During this period Rein will hold 
contracts with traders and asset managers to invest the funds into various markets including 
equities, cryptocurrency, Forex, and commodities markets at which the Cryptolight 
management team deems fit for stability and growth. The goal for Rein investments will be 1 
percent growth per a day on the designated investment funds. The investment profits will then 
be utilized for developing Rein’s block chain protocols, supporting the tokens value, purchasing 
tokens back on an ongoing basis, and reinvestment. Coins that the currency purchases back in 
the marketplace will be used for staking as well. 

   Rein Coin has chosen to run off the Polygon blockchain network. Polygon has been chosen 
due to their efficiency and high-speed capabilities for transactions. An additional  reason is due 
to the affordability of converting coin transactions. A typical transaction on the Polygon 
blockchain is less than a dime whereas on the Ethereum blockchain it is not unheard of to pay 
over Fifty Dollars U.S. for “gas” or conversion fees. 

Cryptolight is structuring the coin with a total token supply of Seven Hundred Fifty 
Million (750,000,000). Cryptolight will begin preselling tokens with a limit of Fifty Million 
coins (50,000,000) at five cents per a token ($.05) for a total of Two Hundred Fifty Thousand 
U.S. Dollars ($250,000.00). The presale of Rein will be offered to institutions and individual 
investors as well. The money raised will be for continuing the build out of the website, 
completing the infrastructure for the coin along with minting costs, and beginning contracts for 



platforms along with investments. The Cryptolight founding member will show transparency 
and be providing audits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the initial presale, the yearly limit of adding additional coins to the float will be 
restricted to and not to exceed Twenty-Five Million tokens (25,000,000) per a year at a price 
deemed and reflecting current prices at the time. Cryptolight will also be holding a total of 
Seventy Five Million Coins (75,000,000) with a limit of only selling Seven and a half Million 
tokens (7,500,000) per a year and will always show total transparency to the company’s 
holdings. 

Cryptolight will also charge a one percent (1%) surcharge per the purchase of tokens and 
a three percent (3%) fee when selling the token to be used for general and marketing fees. 

The presale of Rein Coin will begin in Q1 of 2022. The website will be completed by Q1 
of 2022. Rein will be listed on Quickswap as early as Q1 2022 but no later than Q2 of 2022.  

 

Let’s Make it Rein 

 

For further information please email cryprtolightinfo@protonmail.com 

Twitter Page: https://twitter.com/cryptolightinfo?s=20 

Official Telegram: https://t.me/REINTOKEN 



 

 

 


